
QC / QA PROCESS UPDATES

 TxDOT District Bridge coordinators and Bridge Engineers perform a 10% “Folder 
Review” of each inspection contract, where a number of items are checked to make 
sure the “Bridge Folder” (now a bridge file) is complete

 This includes checking the location map and inspection photos, the inspection forms, 
any sketches or measurements made during the inspection, scour documentation, 
element data, plan sheets, and now SNBI field data collection

 BRG has made a few small changes to the QC / QA process to emphasize the scour 
documentation check:

– The 10% folder review has an updated “Section 4” (NBI and Scour Documentation) 

– The quarterly QC reports will include a check on “Section 4” for bridges with a QC 
Folder Review
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QC UPDATES

 10% Folder Review Old Language:
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QC UPDATES

 10% Folder Review New Language:
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QC UPDATES

 New Language asks for reviewers to cross reference the bridge’s files with any 
recommendations made via the “List of Structures”
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QA UPDATES

 If a bridge has item 113 coded as a “6” (which indicates the bridge is missing scour 
documentation), that should be reflected in the 10% by a “No” in Section 4:

 In addition, there should be a comment indicating what is missing and if that matches 
the consultants list of structures:
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QA UPDATES

 This check of the bridge files and list of structures helps ensure we are getting 
recommendations from the consultants on what documentation we are missing (or that 
needs updates) for each bridge

 Per contract, the final list of structures should be sent to the Geotech Branch: 
Scour@TxDOT.gov

 The Geotech branch uses the final list of structures for each Work Authorization to 
determine structures that need scour documentation updated or completed
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QA UPDATES

 For upcoming quarterly QC reports, 
there will be a check included per WA, 
for structures where 113=6 and Section 
4 of the 10% Folder Review = Yes

 April 15th QC report will include this 
cursory check but it will not effect the 
overall QC scoring 
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QA UPDATES

 A guide showing the new process (and the existing QC totaling process) has been uploaded to 
the “District QC Resources” page on the Fields Ops section of Bridge Division’s CrossRoads 
page:

 https://crossroads/divisions/brg/sections/field-operations-section/qc-quarterly-forms.html
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